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to-Dixon 
UNtainhead: 

oS SUrprised not to have found one letter 

sidered by many to! a nN in your editorial section. It would 

n that will knock Dai, that some students are of the belief that 

its perch atop the Sol ah is returned in favor of Dixon, this 

ference this year, m ” a definite miscarriage of justice. 

t oe appearance — think too highly of our 

l intra%, . 

ay ands . be: Ae resignations, it is my opinion 
iseum. . % cheerleader concerned should be 

‘he Purple squad a to turn in hers immediately. She 
rtime, 78-73, after th to have been the main catalyst of this 

tie the score in thé ent. I find it completely disgusting to 
onds of regulation tinlfyg of our ECU cheerleaders with such an 

*Which totally lacks school spirit. 
‘GAME CONDITION ® the terminology used in this case by Mr. 

This game not id indicates that he believes he should 

sented: ECU fansal ee, consideration due solely to the 

eral public with a chi i skin. There should be no such thing 

the Pirates in acti sia Or “‘black”’ in our society today, on 

> gave the ECU cllllde, ©. He seems to have a “chip on his 
ff an* opportunity Boing the incident entirely on his 

a. atures or the cheerleader’s rather 
w the team would "et lack of cooperativeness. 

“i ote ones a Teletence to “right on” and “‘death to the 

ECU cage “aide yf in the editorial letters, it should be 
ywn, was led to its “it are at the ideas and methods of Jerry 

Jim Fairley, who se son And. I believe we all know 
ints. Dave Franklin ad q Means. President Leo Jenkins should 

both players hit on & | Neate look into this phase of the 
shots. Hike wution: Any revolution brought 

Al Ferner coached thie. °® Will not result in peace. 
fe all citizens of this country and tfit, which missed Bnts 

tter of seconds of Wie, ot ECU. And to repeat an often heard 

PM to change i ithi ooh ge it gradually from within, 
m with 20 points. “i lence and cal ‘ 

FINE SHOOTING 

Both teams had 
oting percentages fr0} 
or. The Purple went 
while the Gold was} 

. There was much 
ticed as Mike Henric 

: r 

Faber (14), Greg ° witness 

3), Dave McNeil (1) "Mtainhead: 
ry Davis and  € of the varsity cheerleaders, I saw the 
wrdjevich (10 each)p Pat of the incident that occurred between 
red in double figures. Galloway and Mr. Dixon. I was very 
The annual Varsity ited to have read the articles that were 
itest will be staged in™E "ed in your newspaper. It was very unfair 
8:30 p.m. Thursday 1 Dixon to let those articles appear in your 

ates will then op®@ nd “Fountainhead.” Because everything 
son Dec. 4 at hom} “S published in the newspaper against Mr. 
orge Washington. «Was totally untrue. It seems to me there 

More justice left in this country anymore. 
° a minority group individual. The 

+ Saw that occurred before the parade 

lub edg&,, al small matter. I don’t think anybody 
Make a big deal about it. I am also very 

INC, 6-0 
~ltted to see our great University allow 

-CU’s _ basketball 

    

    
     

   
   

   

     

     

  

    

     

   

     

   
     

    

       

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline M. Coggins 

     

   
   

    

  

   
   
   

     
   
     

      nat tinhead to exist on this campus. 
h ; 2? | have lived in Red China for 12 
ty,..'Sh some of your great editors in the 

pesbre wre tg Be fad would go to China, and stay 
| and that was it 8} goog. 
rolina was concerned: 
It was a_ pretty 
ntested match after ” 

arter but by then it 
it decided. 

In the first period, U"RY 
ub dominated all q ¢ 

ay, coming up with “Foun... 
ore and leading # ing ead , 
wns, five to none; * ein Just read portions of the Nov. 5 issue, 

| yards to minus | Pap to understand why some of the 
*t staff would want to have the 

Allen Chan 

  

    

    

   

  

   

    
    

   

  

ssing, 88 to nonBli,.. 
ie completed foul wien be independent. But James 

sses in that period 6” Sady Offering entitled “Where _ is 
Carolina’s zero for 0 Osh; ls fair evidence that there is no 

After that period, it thee and apparently, little editorship. 

fense as the Pirates K “ Kind of offering, your paper certainly 
rolina ‘into numerous ‘iy ,©Main dependent, if possible, on SGA 

ming up with the big PPrs ,, c. certainly couldn’t sell enough 

y situations. ake it. dr 
TOP PLAYER tage Poses of exploring Eichling’s logic, 

ld, * look. He suggests that Mr. Nixon 
Broad Encen wac the 

as he iy Studied the latrine literature and art 
a dy cymour Johnson and such places. 

pas Rate 43 Fichling like to have ECU students 
sw the work of our own anonymous 
local °se work is prominently displayed in 
tute Johns? I think not. Does the john 
ant the silent majority? Not 

e thy €r at Seymour Johnson or ECU. 

‘Tl dig ; ct , yw 
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appreciate your inviting us to read 
his ‘thing us that “certain people” might 
) onucle objectionable. I didn’t find it 

ow! hy inpicctionable, just shallow. 
dag, tera ne tine observation is that it was 
1age: hy» Y more “profane” than the “public 

the for which Philip Dixon was indicted. 

fei, Student body helped pay for this 
Ng; _ How about your editorial 

lity? 
Dh 

q ageSPhical question is whether or not a 

Ber the Newspaper exists for some purpose 

N that evidenced in this particular 

By ein, in spite of my opinion of that 

F hey, St Say the Fountainhead is usually a 
‘pf Boge Pet and a lot of people are doing a 
BW. € Work. You can’t win them all, you 

   

Sincerely, 

Bill Byrd 

}.“Isor refuses 
eyithead: 

em 5-4 befo, I see things I don’t approve of but 
After have I written in protest to the 

Pat T an experience with Jim Watts, the 
Bey yler Dorm, I feel compelled to let 

| the. East Carolina know the type of 
Pr too an go to for help. 
BP. oe and I were leaving our room at 
Voy of our good friends was watching 
the d 8ave him my key and told him to 
4 t Si When he left. When we returned 

Py key My roommate discovered he had 
tt ni i the room. I had a lot of work to 

A My at the library and needed my 
TP He 'Oommate went down to get the 
pe, d feturned a few minutes later and 
Bh Mea had refused to come up. I 

pt i, (© Must be some misunderstanding 
a States in the pamphlet of guidelines 
ea 

maturity. Secondly, 
misplaced means “put in the wrong place” 
which is exactly what happened. Thirdly, I’m 
trying to graduate spring and you caused me to 
miss five hours of working on a project that 
counts 25% of my final grade. And last of all, I 
think you didn’t come up because you’re lazy 
and don’t have any desire to help the men in 
Tyler Dorm. 

Sen: Se ree 
oe., “Mlightened as to what it’s all about if 

for dormitory management that it is the 
advisor’s duty to open the door when the key is 
misplaced. So, I went down myself. Watts was 
playing cards so he asked me to wait. When he 
finished, he told me he wasn’t going all the way 
up the stairs just to open my door. I told him 
all he had to do was get in the elevator. He still 
refused. I asked him if he didn’t have a duty to 
the men in Tyler Dorm. He then stated that his 
services were only for the men and anyone who 
let another student use his key was not a man. I 
returned later with our hall proctor and again 
he said he was using his judgment to decide 
who he would help. About a half hour later the 
hall proctor went down and showed the rule to 
him, but he still refused. The reason this time 
was that our key was not misplaced; we knew 
where it was and even though we couldn’t get 
to it the rule did not apply. 

Well, Watts, it’s not your job to judge my 
according to Webster, 

So, who needs you? Not Tyler Dorm. 
Elbert T. Banks 

More assaults 
To Fountainhead: 

The number of attempted and successful 
assaults on the ECU campus have steadily 
increased this year; 1 believe there have been 32 
reported cases. (I wonder how many have not 
been reported?) 

Just last weekend, there were four attacks on 
women students. 

Obviously, the attacker is a male. Both the 
male students of ECU and male Greenville 
inhabitants can easily learn the regular schedule 
of any number of girls on campus, therefore, 
making it possible for the sex-deprived male to 
pounce at the most advantageous time. 
Evidently, some males have found their drives 
uncontrolable, for in one incident, a boy 
attacked in broad day light and in front ofia 
dorm; this a most conspicuous place. 

What is the solution? One may suggest a 

tightening of security. This is wise; the situation 

demands this response. Better lighting is also 

necessary. One may advise always walking in 

groups of two or more. This is not always 

possible, much less feasible. Sometimes, there is 

no one going in your direction; and sometimes 

one likes to walk alone. There is one last resort, 

and that is a plea to the male attackers (who 

most likely will never read this): I don’t see 

how it is possible for you to commit this 

offense and, at the same time, realize the 

damage it is doing. Remember, if everyone 

acted upon their desires, the world would be in 

worse chaos than it is now. There is always 

another outlet for one’s desires. It seems that 

the lax atmosphere will continue to breed 

mishap, if all persons involved do not become 

aware of the problems involved. 
Becky Chadwick 

Man not perfect 
To Fountainhead: 

Miss McCullers, Mr. Galloway, Mr. Dixon, 

and students, someone is definitely guilty and 
deep inside, maybe behind your pride or self 
preservation, you know who you are. If you 
cannot acknowledge the wrong you have done 

you are deceiving all those that have faith in 
you and your story, as well as deceiving 
yourself. I do not know who is right but I do 
know someone, maybe all of you, was wrong in 
being hasty that Homecoming day. 

Let us make amends and attempt to 
eliminate the ill feelings that have grown out of 

this unfortunate incident. Man is not perfect 
whether blue, red, or green. 

Lack of communication seemed to be the 

cause of the misunderstanding. The vice- 

president is responsible to see that someone is 

responsible to see that each cheerleader has a 

complete uniform. TEAM WORK, people, is 

the only way 9,000 people can get anything 

accomplished. If a handful neglect this duty, 

ECU will never be a great university. If we 

cannot talk things out without resorting to 

physical blows let us all go home and become 

more animalistic than we already are. 
Tim Wehner 

Incapable of job 
To Fountainhead: 

As a black student at East Carolina, I wish to 
express my feelings about recent incidents -~ 
i.e., the cursing of one of my sisters and the 
striking of one of my brothers by an individual 
whose position would indicate that he has 
respectability. 

I contend that this incident proves that the 
individual in question, Phil Dixon, 
vice-president of the SGA, is without the 
qualities required for one to _ function 
effectively in this capacity. 

What qualities are lacking? Common | 
courtesy, first of all, is noticeably absent. 
Profanity is never acceptable for mixed 
company. The ability to discuss a situation 
peacefully has also seemed to escape him. 

Moreover, it is obvious that such conduct “‘is 
unbecoming to an East Carolina student.” 
These grounds are often sufficient for dismissal 
of a student, whether the dismissal be 
temporary or permanent. There is no request 
that this person be dismissed from the student 
body, just that the validity of his holding an 
office be reconsidered. 

Further, the background of this incident 
forces upon all who can see the realization that 
this elected official does not have the interest 
and/or well-being of the entire student body at 
heart, and moreover, is not capable of doing the 
job that he is paid to do. 

Brenda E. Pugh > 

Put upor shut up 
To Fountainhead: 

In response to the letter which appeared in 

the Oct. 27 issue of Fountainhead in The 
Forum under the heading “Buccaneer” in which 
Mr. William ‘VonKlor : very effectively 

expressed his shock and remorse that the 

Buccaneer would not take his ridicule passively, 

I cringe. In his letter Mr. Von Klor stated, 
“However I will hasten to remind Miss Shoffner 
that the word ‘dare’ is for paper tigers.” 

It should be pointed out that in both Mr. 
Von Klor’s previous letter and in his latest 
attack he ends them with a “challenge” that 
Fountainhead print his letters in_ their 
“entirety.” I refer to “Webster’s New World 
Dictionary of the American Language” on page 
242 in the second column where the word 

“challenge” is defined as “‘ 3. to call to take 
part in a fight, contest, etc., defy, dare.”’ The 
last word in this definition definitely indicates 
what kind of tiger Mr. Von Klor is. Let us hope 
he is not caught in a strong breeze. 

My grandpappy once told me, “Son, there’s 
them that do and them that sets around and 
acts and talks like they could do a better job of 
doing. But they never do.” I would venture to 
say that the latter case applies very well to Mr. 
Von Klor. To put it to Mr. Klor in a word, “Put 

up or shut up. Robert Garrett 
P. S. If you are wondering, I am not a member 
of the Buccaneer staff. 1 am merely fed up with 
the gripes of students who are.unwilling to do 
anything to help improve but complain. 

To the black 
To Fountainhead: 

To the black students of East Carolina 

University, the black people of this community, 

the black people of this state, the black people 

of this nation, and finally the black people of 

this world: 

I am white. I am proud of it. You are black. 

You are proud of your color just as I am 

equally proud of my skin color. In regard to 

this “proudness of color,” I would ask you this 

question: What does the color of someone’s 

skin mean in this world? 

You regard yourselves as “black people.” 

You want the world at your feet. You claim to 

call the whites as racist. You ask for the union 

of mankind in one thought. This cannot be 

done because of one basic fact — you, the black 

breed of this nation, separate yourselves from 

all other people. You ask for togetherness but 

you are not willing to begin this concept. Look 

at all the letters that appeared in the latest issue 

of Fountainhead. Every one of those letters in 

the Forum referred to the “black race.” At no 

time in these letters did the writers speak in 

terms of “mankind.” I ask you this question: 

Are you not a part of mankind? Or are you a 

separate breed of humans all together. If your 

answer to this question is “‘yes,” then more of 

your kind needs to be assaulted. 

Under the article entitled ‘“‘Racism,” the 

writer wrote these words — “white boy hits 

black man.” I would ask you this question: 

Does history record any incidents in which a 

“black man hits a white man;” I suggest it does. 

Both races have exchanged blows and rightfully 
so. Not only has the black race been put down 
upon the ladder of success, but the white man 
has also been depressed. One fact still remains. 
These white men have “struck back” with 
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ambition. This is what you, the black race, 
needs to do — strike back with ambition, not 
hands and words. Actions speak higher than 
words. The actions I refer to are NOT those of 
violence. If your race thinks for one moment 
you can overcome the “‘white supremacy” by 
burning buildings and other forms of violence, 
then you might as well go back to the cave. 

“The black people have been brutilized, 
humiliated, assaulted, insulted, beaten, killed, 
raped, and brainwashed. . .” This appeared in 
paragraph three of the same letter. I would say 
to the author — the white people have been 
brutilized, humiliated, assaulted, insulted, | 
beaten, killed, raped, and brainwashed. This is 
no great news. Your race is not the only race 
that could claim such harsh actions. The 
Chinese could claim the same harsh actions. 
Any race could for that matter. This fact does 
not make you divine. 

I would inform you that the state of North 
Carolina is “our” state and the United States is 
“our” country, whether you like it or not. Not 
“my” country, “your” country, but “OUR” 
country. The sooner you realize this fact the 
better off the complete human race will be. 

The closing sentence in the same article 
stated: “Hope for a better tomorrow is the 
much sought-after goal and dream of the 
partially liberated black man in America.” 
Hope for a better tomorrow is the much 
sought-after goal and dream of the already 
liberated white man. Not by accident. We the 
white race worked for it. I suggest you the 
black race do the same. Until you get off your 
divine pedestal, this goal of yours can never be 
accomplished. God speed in your efforts. 

Tim Mizelle 

Sex integration 
To Fountainhead: 

Here is something else that needs to be 

changed: UNC has open visitation all weekend, 

every weekend, and an hour every week night. 

N. C. State has a co-ed dorm that is proving 

itself as a valid solution to integration of the 

sexes on campus. Meanwhile, East Carolina has 

men and women residence halls at opposite 

ends of the campus, and a two-bit visitation 

period on Friday and Saturday nights. Certain 

ECU administrators are closed-minded and 

bull-headed in their opposition to open housing — 

or co-ed dorms on our campus. They base this 

opposition on existing problems that are their 

own fault. Worst of all, freshmen and 

sophomores are forced to live in the dorms and 
give up the rights they would have elsewhere. 

The MRC and SGA are trying to help the 
problem, but they are getting only bullshit 
from the officials concerned. Both the 
President of the University and the Dean of 
Men have voiced approval of co-ed dorms. If so, 
then why don’t we have them? Who is blocking 
the students’ efforts for tolerable living 
conditions? Why don’t they care about the 
students who pay their salaries? 

Let us unite, blacks, whites, day students, 

dorm residents, fraternity men, veterans, draft 

resistors, etc. We can get what we want if and 

only if we get together and demand it. 
Otherwise, the present Administration will 
continue to flourish in its neglect and ill- 
treatment of East Carolina students. 

Thank you, 
Robert Barbour 

Larry Dean Lean 

Hugh S. Owen 

John D. Simpson   
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